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uCertify Exam Simulation PrepKit 
 

What is uCertify PrepKit. 
uCertify PrepKit is an advance tool to simulate actual  test environment and help you 

to optimize your preparations. uCertify PrepKit’s advance features can assist you in 

your preparation for any Certification Test by highlighting your strengths and 

discovering your weaknesses. These PrepKits are designed to offer the most 

sophisticated and realistic test simulation available in the market place. Our 

experienced and highly qualified IT and networking professionals work full time with 

training and testing innovations, to give you the best in IT certification exam 

preparations. 

Advance features and innovative testing technology 
We have worked hard to hide complex technology from you and give you a simplified 

interface. So that you can spend yours time learning the subject instead of learning 

the software.  Because the software interface is simple to use, your learning time is 

maximized, as you start practicing almost immediately. 

Benefits of using uCertify PrepKit 
uCertify helps aspiring IT professionals and those aiming for a career in the IT 

industry to achieve their goals.  

 

Ø It helps you get certified.  

Ø Since the PrepKits are made after careful and extensive research, they 
provide everything needed to prepare for certification tests.  

Ø It saves a lot of work on your part, as you do not have to spend time on 
research.  

Ø It helps you identify your weak and strong areas, so that you can 
concentrate more on your weak areas.  

Ø It provides you with extensive review of each question. This helps you to 
analyze your mistakes and avoid making similar mistakes in future.  

Ø You can create your own test, select your own topics; you can even set 
the number of questions and test time. This approach helps you learn in a 
planned way and concentrate on areas, which require more attention.  

Ø You can keep track of your progress by reviewing your test scores from 
time to time.  
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Ø Since uCertify PrepKit is a simulation of the real test, you get an 
opportunity to put yourself under real test conditions and assess yourself 
before the real test.  

 

You can add your comments or notes for questions and study notes. Reviewing these 

notes at a later time will help you study better. 

Features of uCertify PrepKit 

Ø Test preparation tips and test information 

Ø Study guide 

Ø Technical articles 

Ø How tos… 

Ø Diagnostic tests 

Ø Simulation tests in two modes: Learning Mode and Test Mode 

Ø Adaptive testing 

Ø Detailed explanations with reference to further learning 

Ø Performance reviews  

Ø Customized tests based on key areas and study notes 
 
All these features will not only help you to test your skills and pass the certification 

test, it will also help you to learn and master the technology.  

 

Learn how it works?  
uCertify’s unique preparation and testing methods will help you optimize your time 

and maximize your learning. Here is  how it works… 

Preparation Tips and Test information 
It provides specific test related advice, including test tips, things to practice, tests 

review and much more to guide you on successfully complete test preparations. It’s 

give insight into how to approach studying and retaining key points particularly as it 

is addressed on the test.  
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Test Objectives 
Each PrepKit is organized according to the actual 

test objectives, equipping you with the 

knowledge you need to pass the test. It’s also 

helps you to focus your learning. 

Study Notes and Guides 
Study notes are organized according to the 

actual test objective. It helps you understand the 

topics clearly and systematically, assist you in 

difficult areas and organize your studies.  They 

provide in-depth study of different topics and 

help you to become a master in the respective 

subject; can also be used as reference manuals even after passing the tests. You can 

test your knowledge on a particular topic as you go through it, so you can know your 

shortcomings and concentrate more on topics difficult to you. 

Technical Articles 
Each PrepKit contains technical articles written 

by industry experts.  These articles enhance 

your understanding on technical issues. So that 

you can become a true expert.  

How Tos… 
These are illustrated examples on different 

topics that can be used to fully understand and 

overcome technical issues. Step-by-step 

instructions and graphics make the problems 

easy to understand and solve. 
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Diagnostic Test 
Each PrepKit comes with a Diagnostic Test. This test is designed to assess your 

current level of preparedness. It will help you focus on 

your weak areas and plan your test preparation 

accordingly.  

Simulated Tests 
These are simulation of the real certification tests. They 

enable you to effectively prepare to take the actual test 

by making the test experience familiar. Using this test 

simulation can help eliminate the sense of surprise or 

anxiety you might experience in the testing center 

because you will already be acquainted with computerized testing. These tests have 

two modes, Learn mode and Test mode. 

Learn Mode 
Provides an immediate feedback on your answer to a question to maximize learning. 

Learn mode will allow you to view the correct answer and full explanation for each 

question during the tests.  

Test Mode 
This option provides you actual tests experience by restricting the time allowed to 

attempt all the questions. This enables you to test your self in real test taking 

environment. 

Customize Testing 
You can create your own test according to your needs.  You can draw questions 

based on a topic, study note and case study. 

These will help you to design tests based on your 

individual needs.  

Adaptive Testing  
Adaptive tests are different from conventional 

tests. Adaptive tests are usually more difficult 
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than to conventional test as each question is presented based on your answer to last 

questions. You cannot go back to the previous question. It is recommended to 

attempt the adaptive test only after mastering the conventional test. Today, not all 

the tests are adaptive, but vendors can change the test pattern any time. Each 

PrepKit provide you with the option to take tests in Adaptive Testing mode. This 

makes test much more difficult and helps you prepare better. 

Comprehensive Reports  
After each test you are presented with a 

comprehensive reports. This interactive 

report will help you evaluate your 

performance and pinpoint your weakness.  

Exhaustive Explanations:  
uCertify PrepKits provide an extensive 

review of the test you have taken. You can 

go through all questions you answered 

incorrectly. This will help you analyze your 

mistakes and avoid making similar 

mistakes in future.  Each question in a 

PrepKit contains exhaustive explanation for both the correct as well as the incorrect 

answers, elaborating on the concept on which the question is based. uCertify 

innovative testing technology also provides, additional study notes and Technical 

Articles and How tos… along with the explanation to enforce important key points 

while you reviewing questions.  

 

All this will have a positive effect on your score when you finally appear for the real 

test. 
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My Comments 
While  using uCertify PrepKit, you will be 

able to attach you own notes to question 

items, facts, and  study guide. This will 

help you review and learn the test subject 

and will help you prepare better. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Historical Performance Review 
uCertify PrepKit provides you with historical 

performance graph of all the tests you have 

taken. It helps you review your progress over 

time and accurately assess your preparation 

for the test.  
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Customer Quotes 
Now its time to check out what other thinks about us: 

 
“I would just say "It's Excellent!!"  I have used this practice test from your company and 
I must say that you guys have done a great job. I am impressed with this practice test. 
It is very good and full of rich content. Especially the idea of the study notes is one of 
the best ones. The interface of the PrepKit is also very easy to use and interactive. I 
enjoyed preparing for the exams using this PrepKit and passed the exam as well in the 
first go. I wish you guys all the luck for the good work.” 
 

- Priya Malkani 
Technical Support Executive 

Daksh eServices Pvt Ltd. (An IBM Subsidiary) 
http://www.daksh.com/  

  
 
 “I run a training institute and provide training for certification exams. We are using 
uCertify PrepKits from last 2 years, which have proved invaluable to my students. I 
highly recommend uCertify PrepKits for all the students preparing for the certification 
exams.” 

- George Allison 
CEO, Span Institute  

London, GB 
 
“Thank you for creating a great product. I passed my MCSD certification exam in first 
attempt. Each questions in the PrepKit has detailed explanations. The knowledge I 
gained during the preparation also helped me a lot in my current job.” 

- Naveen S. Chauhan 
Software Engineer ,  

Thomson Financial NY USA 
http://www.thomson.com/  
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Guarantee 
With the success rate of 99.9 % we are sure you will pass your certification test in 

the first attempt. But what if you could not?? Answer is in one line. 

 

“We will refund 100%, no question asked!” 

 

For the full details please visit: 
http://www.ucertify.com/modules/catalog/about.php?code=guarantee 

 
 

Useful Link 
Website home:  

http://www.uCertify.com/  

Technical Articles:  

http://www.ucertify/modules/catalog/articles/article.php 

Product Catalog:  

http://www.uCertify/modules/catalog/certification.php 

 
 

Contact Us 
Emails: 

Licensing & Partnerships partners@ucertify.com 

Sales & Billing sales@ucertify.com 

Technical Support support@ucertify.com 

Content & Website content@ucertify.com 

Piracy Reporting piracy@ucertify.com 

   

Fax: 

1 (209) 231 3841  


